The adjusted frequency list: A new method to extract cluster-sensitive frequency lists from corpora

The importance of multi-word chunks is well established in psycholinguistic (Erman & Warren 2000; Ellis 2003) and corpus linguistic (Sinclair 1991; O’Keeffe et al 2006) circles. However, many of our computational tools and methods still focus on individual words as the foundational units of analysis.

The adjusted frequency list is ‘cluster sensitive’ method for collecting n-grams, boosting the rank of larger word sequences (‘on the other hand’) and reduces the counts of their component parts (‘on the’, ‘the other hand’, etc.). Using sections of the BNCBaby corpus, a number of comparisons of unadjusted (standard) and adjusted frequency 1- to 5-gram lists are compared. For example, the top 10 items in a standard combined 1- to 5-gram frequency lists from BNCBaby-Demographic are: i, you, the, it, and, a, to, that, yeah, oh. The adjusted frequency method produces a cluster-sensitive list: i don't know, and, the, do you want, one two three, i don't think, of, in, two three four, a.

The simple method presented here, along with other more complex techniques that have been recently proposed (Gries & Mukherjee, 2010), demonstrates how corpus analysis continues to validate the importance of chunking in the investigation and description of language.
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